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DESIGN OF A SETUP BUS
EXPANSION INTERFACE

Michael S. Garcia
National Range Operations Directorate

Data Sciences Division
Engineering Branch

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002

ABSTRACT

The Setup Bus Expansion Interface, a software selectable, 8 channel, digital demultiplexor
was designed as an augmentation to the Telemetry Controller System (TMCS) at White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico. The TMCS performs ‘front end’
synchronization and decommutation duties for the Telemetry Data Center at WSMR,
utilizing EMR 700 series equipment hosted by a DEC PDP 11/44 computer/processor. The
Setup Bus Expansion Interface has increased the capability of this system by transforming
the single setup output bus of the host computer to a selectable 8 bus structure, allowing
output of variable parameters to the 700 series equipment entirely from the host computer.
The interface also offers dual selectable input on one channel to provide for the future
implementation of a multiplex processor into the TMCS.

INTRODUCTION

The Telemetry Controller System (TMCS) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) is one
of the largest and most widely used systems of its kind in the United States. The TMCS
performs ‘front end’ synchronization, decommutation and processing duties at WSMR,
utilizing EMR 700 series equipment hosted by a DEC PDP 11/44 computer. This system
configuration offers versatile, real-time, telemetry support to wide a range of WSMR
users. Figure 1 shows the basic organization of the TMCS before implementation of the
Setup Bus Expansion Interface, who’s design and development are examined in this study.
During typical operation, serial PCM data streams are received, shaped and synchronized
by 720 bit synchs, decommutated into parallel data words by 710 decoms, then output to
the PDP 11/44 for storage and processing. A second 710 output passes data to 713 word
selectors where designated samples are converted to analog voltages for output on
stripchart recorders.



The versatility and flexability of the system lies in the individual programmability of the
700 series equipment. Each device (720, 710, 713) may be programmed or ‘set up’ as to a
number of variable parameters (i.e. bit rate, word length, frame length, synch code, etc.).
The programming, or set up, process is accomplished by inputing 16 bit instructions to the
individual devices using one of three available methods; direct input - where numeric
instruction values are entered into the device via front panel keyboards; punched cards -
read through a locally connected card reader; or computer set up - where instructions
stored in a disc file in the PDP 11/44 are transmitted through an 18 line ‘set up bus’
accessible by by each device. As would be expected, computer set up is the fastest, most
convenient and reliable method for use in the TMCS. It is this computer set up capability,
and the bus facilities that support it, that are of primary concern to this study, and the need
to expand those facilities and develop them for alternate applications, that provided the
impetus for the design and development of the Set Up Bus Expansion Interface.
Incidentally, for several unimportant and little understood reasons, the Set Up Bus
Expansion Interface became known during its development as the ‘GSS’. For convenience
(and nostalgia’s sake) it will be referred to as such throughout the remainder of this text.

EXPANSION AND AUGMENTATION OF THE TMCS

As is the norm for all operational testing facilities, TMCS user demands and project
requirements have been ever increasing. To meet this stepped up demand and to prepare
for future needs, expansion and augmentation of the present TMCS to streamline
operations and provide for easy integration of additional system components was begun.
One of the few areas where significant, cost effective modifications could be made
immediately, was that of computer set up and set up bus utilization. In the original TMCS,
as shown in figure 1, the devices were arranged in operational groups - one 720, one 710,
and one 713 to each group. Computer set up was available only to the first group, being
daisy chained there among the individual devices. All other devices in the TMCS required
the use of one of the more time consuming, less reliable manual set up methods (direct or
punched card). This limitation was largely due to the PDP 11/44 set up bus output
configuration. Set up instructions were output from the Unibus through a parallel I/O port
known as a Buffered Data Channel BDC). The BDC supported only one 18 line (16 data,
2 handshake) channel for set up output, supplying only one group of daisy chained devices
with computer set up. Other groups could conceivably utilize computer set up by
physically disconnecting the existing set up output cable and reconnecting it to another
group. That situation, of course, would be entirely unacceptable in a real-time
environment. This single bus - single cable limitation would also doom any new front end
equipment to being manually set up. Another significant limitation inherent to the TMCS
set up bus is that it supports only one input source, the BDC. No other types of data or
information could be transferred over the set up bus. This limitation negated a special
‘dynamic set up’ capability available in the 713’s. The dynamic set up feature would allow



both data and set up words to be intermeshed in the same information stream for input
through the set up bus, presumably from some source other than the BDC. More
specifically, the single source limitation would be a major stumbling block to the proposed
integration of an EMR 715 multiplex processor into the TMCS, since the 715 would make
heavy use of the 713 dynamic set up feature. The 715 (also known as a data compressor)
is a preprocessor designed to assist the host computer.

The Set Up Bus Expansion Interface (GSS) was designed, then, to augment the capability
of the TMCS by alleviating these specific limitations. An operational GSS device would be
expected to provide the following functions and features to achieve the desired system
enhancement:

1. Multiple 18 line computer set up outputs.

2. Support of an alternate input source (other than BDC) as required by a 715.

3. Device controllability through system software.

4. A design comprehensive enough to accomodate future TMCS equipment
additions, and flexible enough to interface directly with existing TMCS software
and hardware.

GSS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The concept for the GSS would be to demultiplex the existing set up bus outputs to a
number of selectable locations (actually daisy chained groups in the TMCS), making those
locations addressable by software routines from the PDP 11/44. It was determined that
eight such demultiplexed output channels would be sufficient to accomodate future TMCS
requirements. Selection between two input sources should be available on one of those
channels so that, when properly grouped, the 713’s could receive either standard BDC set
up or 715 compressed data through the set up bus. Control for the GSS would have to be
derived entirely from PDP 11/44 software to keep operator responsibilities to a minimum.
Such software control could be implemented using special ‘command bits’ available in the
BDC. The four command or discrete level bits (DL’s 1, 2, 3 and 4) are actually part of a
command register in the BDC and could be set or cleared by software routines in the PDP
11/44 then output as external control signals. A similar feature would allow the BDC to
latch four status bits (ST’s 1, 2, 3 and 4 ), eminating from an external device, for read-back
to control software. These features would provide a perfect foundation for the
development of an addressing scheme for the GSS. Three of the DL bits would support
eight unique group addresses, with the fourth DL bit serving as a latch or strobe line.
Latched addresses could be read back to the BDC as ST’s 1, 2 and 3 for software address



verification. Based on these concepts a new configuration for the TMCS utilizing the GSS
would appear as in figure 2. It should be evident by now that the GSS would be nothing
more than an electronic ‘switch’ whose primary function would be to route data from a
selected input to a selected output without altering its timing or content. To maintain signal
integrity, then, a large portion of GSS circuitry would be devoted to ‘hefty’ receiver
networks and ample output drivers arranged in a highly symmetrical configuration. In fact,
a majority of the GSS’ circuitry was designed as series’ of identical ‘typical stages’ as
described in the following discussion.

ACTUAL GSS DESIGN

Circuitry for the GSS was divided into three parts or sections; a control section, a fixed
input demultiplexor, and a selectable input demultiplexor. Each of these sections will be
described, in general, with the aid of the simplified logic and block diagrams appearing in
figures 3 through 5. Please bear in mind that figures 3-5 are not, by any means, complete
schematics. They serve only to illustrate the general organization of GSS circuitry.

The control circuitry, shown in figure 3, would handle address latching, routing of set up
handshaking signals (INRQ and INSTRB), generation of input select signals (SET and
DAT), and address read back. Inputs to the control circuitry (as well as all other GSS
inputs) would be received by 74k XOR states with resistive pull-up networks tied to the
signal inputs. The nonsignal input would be grounded. These circuits would provide
protection against signal degradation due to cable length and external noise. The address
latch is a 74195 universal register that would store addresses transmitted from the
computer on DL’s 1, 2 and 3, and output signals ENB, SELA and SELB as common select
information for the demultiplexors, multiplexors and decoder circuits. These select signals
would also be driven back to the PDP 11/44 as signals ST 1, 2 and 3, through 74367 tri-
state bus drivers. 74367’s would be used as drivers for all other GSS outputs as well. Set
up Input Requests (INRQ’s) from devices awaiting setup would be multiplexed out to the
PDP 11/44 using 74153 4 to 1 MUX’s. Corresponding Instruction Strobes (INSTRB’s)
coming from the computer would be demultiplexed, using 74155 DMUX’s, to the proper
requesting group. A 74138 3 to 8 line decoder would generate signals SET and DAT based
on the presently available address. These signals would be required by the selectable input
demultiplexor which will be discu;sed shortly.

Actual routing of set up data for the first four output channels (addresses 0-3) would be
handled by the fixed input demultiplexor, a typical stage of which is shown in figure 4. A
series of 16 of these typical stages comprise the full circuit, one stage for each set up bus
bit. The DMUX circuit shown in figure 4 is identical to the INSTRB DMUX of the control
circuit described in the previous paragraph. The fixed input demultiplexor is active when
ENB is low (logic 0).



Routing of set up data to the next four output channels (addresses 4-7) would be handled
by the selectable input demultiplexor, a typical stage of which is shown in figure 5. This
circuit is similar to that shown in figure 4 except for additional gating on the highest
addressed output line. The added circuitry, two 7408 AND gates and one 7432 OR gate,
would allow either normal set up, or an alternate data form (C DATA), to be output on that
line based on the enabling signals SET or DAT. Since SET and DAT are complements of
each other the selection would be mutually exclusive. As in the previous section, 16 typical
stages comprise the full selectable input demultiplexor which is active when ENB is high
(logic 1). Hopefully, the operation of this rather briefly described circuitry, especially with
respect to its proposed capability, will be clarified for the reader in the following final
portions of this study.

GSS OPERATION

Operation of the GSS will be examined by tracing through the various events that take
place during a typical set up sequence. First, an operator at the PDP 11/44 console would
invoke a general set up program. This program would present a menu to the operator from
which he could select the group of devices he wished to set up, and the instruction file he
wished transferred. These selections would initiate the setting and transmission of the
proper DL bits to the GSS where they would be latched and looped back to the computer
as status bits. Verification of a correctly latched address would start that transfer of the
instruction file to the selected group of equipment. When operating with addresses 0 - 6,
the input enable signals SET and DAT are set low and high respectively. This allows
normal set up transfers on output channels 0 - 6 simultaneously with transfer of alternate
data through channel 7. In effect, channel 7 is connected to the alternate input source by
default and is not affected by the normal operation of channels 0 - 6. If normal set up data
is required for input to channel 7 then the address ‘7’ (all 1’s on the DL bits) must be
received by the GSS. This would cause DAT to go low SET to go high and the normal
demultiplexor output for address 7 to be activated. The ‘C DATA’ input would be locked
out and normal set up would be transferred through channel 7. Presumably, the dedicated
operation of channel 7 would be reserved for output to a group of 713’s from either the
PDP 11/44 or a 715 preprocessor, while channels 0 - 6 could be used with any other
TMCS devices needing computer set up as shown in figure 2.

CONCLUSION

An operational GSS device is currently in everyday use in the TMCS and although the
fully augmented system has not yet been assembled, the GSS has increased the set up
capability of the present system by at least an order of magnitude. Manual set up is no
longer required for any TMCS devices and lengthy set up sequences that may have taken
hours previously, can now be executed in seconds by a single operator. The GSS was also



quite cost effective since it was assembled entirely from locally available components, and
its integration into the TMCS required no significant modifications to existing hardware or
software. A full scale test of the GSS’ capability will not be possible, however, until all
proposed TMCS equipment additions and integrations are complete (presently, the GSS is
operating at half its design capability, awaiting the acquisition of a 715 and other telemetry
processing devices). If current levels of success with the GSS are any indication of its total
integrity, and there is every reason to believe that they are, then it should prove to be a key
component in the Telemetry Controller System at White Sands Missile Range well into the
coming years.

Up to this point, the GSS has certainly met those design requirements outlined in this
study, and should continue to provide a firm foundation for system growth. Its circuitry
was intentionally overdesigned so as to have reserve capability even after the fully
augmented TMCS is in place. However, should the need for further expansion be
necessary, the ‘typical stage’ design of the GSS lends itself to easy modification. The
simple operation and minimal control requirements of the GSS are such that its usefulness
may not be confined to its current application in the TMCS. The possibilities for alternate
applications of a GSS type device in a similar environment are certainly present, and such
devices may one day be a working part of many WSMR systems as the effort continues to
provide highest quality test and evaluation facilities and support.
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